We introduce a two-step procedure, in the context of ultra-high dimensional additive models, which aims to reduce the size of covariates vector and distinguish linear and nonlinear effects among nonzero components. Our proposed screening procedure, in the first step, is constructed based on the concept of cumulative distribution function and conditional expectation of response in the framework of marginal correlation. B-splines and empirical distribution functions are used to estimate the two above measures. The sure property of this procedure is also established. In the second step, a double penalization based procedure is applied to identify nonzero and linear components, simultaneously. The performance of the designed method is examined by several test functions to show its capabilities against competitor methods when errors distribution are varied. Simulation studies imply that the proposed screening procedure can be applied to the ultra-high dimensional data and well detect the influential covariates. It is also demonstrate the superiority in comparison with the existing methods. This method is also applied to identify most influential genes for overexpression of a G protein-coupled receptor in mice.
Introduction
Dimension reduction and identifying the relevant vector components are challenges in prediction problems. Many endeavours have been made to identify the irrelevant components via screening or variable selection methods. A group of statisticians considered this subject in the framework of the partially linear additive model with form Y = jǫS 1
for data pairs (y i , x i1 , . . . x ip ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where Y is the response and a p-dimensional covariate vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) is divided into two mutually exclusive and complementary subsets S 1 and S 2 . It is also assumed that the mean response is linearly related to the covariates in S 1 , with the regression coefficients of {β j : jǫS 1 }, and the the remaining covariates in S 2 are included in the nonparametric part of the model through smooth functions {f j : jǫS 2 } and the model error ε has conditional mean zero and finite variance σ 2 given X. To ensure identifiability of the nonparametric functions, it is assumed usually that E[f j (X j )] = 0 for jǫS 2 . Estimation and variable selection for partially linear additive models have been well studied in literature, and we refer, for instance, to Liu et al. (2011) , Lian (2012a) , Guo et al. (2013) , Du et al. (2015) , Lv et al. (2016) , among others. The use of model (1.1) is based on the assumption that the linear and nonlinear parts are known in advance. However, such prior information is usually unavailable, especially when the number of covariates is large. Thus, in addition to distinguish nonzero components, it is of great interest to develop some efficient methods to identify linear components from nonlinear ones. For this reason, our attention in this article is focused on general additive models
(1.2)
Zhang et al. (2011) studied the model selection using two penalties, simultaneously, to identify the zero and linear components in partially linear additive models. Their method is selection consistent in the special case of tensor product design. However, they did not prove any selection consistency results for general partially linear models. Motivated by this, Huang et al (2012) proposed a semiparametric regression pursuit method for distinguishing linear from nonlinear components using a group MCP penalty and showed that the proposed approach is model-pursuit consistent. Lian (2012b) provided a way to determine linear components by using SCAD penalty using B-spline expansion. This was a new usage of SCAD in which no variable selection is performed. Lian (2012c) successfully identified nonzero and linear components of model (1.2) by applying a two-fold SCAD penalty in the additive quantile regression.
When the number of covariates can diverge with the sample size, another two penalty procedure in high dimensional setting was proposed by Lian et al. (2015) in which insignificant predictors and parametric components were simultaneously identified in additive models. We will be using their method in our paper, however we have a different concern.
Nevertheless, when p grows exponentially with n, the aforementioned penalized variable selection methods may not work for the ultra-high dimensional partially linear additive model (1.1) due to the simultaneous challenges of computational expediency, statistical accuracy and algorithm stability (Fan et al., 2009 ). To address these challenges, sure independence screening (SIS) was introduced by Fan and Lv (2008) in the context of linear regression models for feature screening in ultrahighdimensional data analysis. Many authors further developed the SIS method and applied it to various statistical models, such as generalized linear models (Fan et al., 2009; Fan and Song, 2010) , nonparametric additive models (NIS, Fan et al., 2011) and varying coefficient models (Fan et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014) . Furthermore, in order to avoid the specification of a particular model structure, Zhu et al. (2011) proposed a sure independent ranking and screening (SIRS) procedure for ultrahighdimensional data in the framework of the general multi-index models. Thereafter, a model-free SIS based on the distance correlation was developed by Li et al. (2012a) . Using the Kendall τ , Li et al. (2012b) proposed a robust screening procedure in the framework of the transformation models. In a model-free fashion, Zhang et al. (2017) proposed a correlation rank screening procedure (CR-SIS), which can naturally handle ultrahigh-dimensional survival data based on the covariance between unconditional distribution function of Y and covariates.
In this paper, a screening procedure is followed by structure identification and variable selection method. We apply the modified version of Zhang et al. (2017) to reduce the dimensionality in ultra-high dimensional partial linear additive models, and then use the double penalization based procedure of Lian et al. (2015) to simultaneously identify nonzero and linear components.
The plan of paper is as follows. In Section 2, a modification of nonparametric independence screening procedure Zhang et al. (2017) is introduced and its theoretical properties are considered. After performing dimension reduction, the doubly penalized estimation method of Lian et al. (2015) is explained in details in Section 3. In section 4, simulation studies are carried out to assess the performance of the proposed method and to compare it with some existing methods. A real data example is used for illustration in Section 5.
Screening Procedure
In the category of model-free screening procedures for ultrahigh dimensional setting, a correlation based sure independence screening method (CR-SIS) was suggested by Zhang et.al (2017) from distribution function prospect to reduce the dimension of potential covariates. Assume E(X j ) = 0 and define the active covariate set as
to identify the contribution of each covariate to the distribution function of Y given X, i.e., F (y|X) = P (Y ≤ y|). To this aim, they considered the covariance between each covariate X j and the unconditional distribution function of Y , i.e.,
contains the whole information of Y . Therefore the relationship between Y and X j could be reflected by the population version of marginal utility measure
An estimator of r j based on the random sample (X i , Y i ) n i=1 , is given bŷ
is the empirical distribution function. Thus, by ranking the r k from largest to smallest, the important predictors are determined by the estimated active set, Consider p marginal nonparametric regression models Y = f j (X j ) + ǫ, j = 1, . . . , p and obtain m j = E(Y |X j ) as the solution of minimization problems:
where L 2 (P ) is the class of square integrable functions under the measure P . Then, the measure E(m j (X j )) 2 is used for ranking the utility of covariates in the model (1.2). It can be noted that
The key measure R j (Y ) = Cov(X j , G(Y )) in the model free fashion can be modified by considering the nonparametric measure Cov(m j (X j ), Y ) in additive models. Our new measure of correlation between Y and X j is proposed by substituting m j instead of X j in the R j formula:
The estimation of m j can also be done by using the B-spline functions. Let {B j1 (x), ..., B jK (x)} be the normalized B-spline basis functions of order q. With this, we have the following approximation
T andβ j = β j1 , ...,β jK T is obtained through the componentwise least squares regression:
This procedure reduces the dimensionality from p to a possibly much smaller space with model size d = |Â|. The question is whether the procedure has a sure screening property, as postulated by Fan and Lv (2008) . Here, we show that the proposed screening procedure possesses sure screening property. We impose the following regularity conditions throughout our discussion.
C1. There exists a positive constant ξ such that
C2. It holds that min
for some constants c > 0 and α ∈ [0, 1/2). Theorem 1. Under condition C1, there exists a constant η > 0 such that
Under conditions C1, C2, it holds that
where an = |A| is the cardinality of A.
Group Penalization
Screening is an efficient method to reduce the model size from a very large value p to a moderate scale d by specifying sensible threshold parameters ν n , whereas it is difficult to choose in practice. A practical way is to select the top d variables by ranking marginal utilities. 
where p λ (|t|) = λ|t| is the LASSO penalty function, λ 1 , λ 2 are regularization parame-
There is some flexibility in choosing A j and D j but one requirement is that
≡ 0 is a linear function, so that the two penalties can be used to identify zero and linear components, respectively. One natural choice is
jk (x) . The adaptive group lasso penalty in (3.12) involves the weights vectors w 1 = (w 11 , ..., w 1d ) and w 2 = (w 21 , ..., w 2d ). The weights w 1j are best if large for zero components and small for nonzero ones, and similarly the w 2j are best if large for linear components and small for nonparametric ones. Using the group Lasso of Huang et al. (2010) , the initial estimator is obtained as
Using this initial estimator, we can then set
.., Y n ). Then (3.12) can be written in matrix form aŝ
To find the minimum of (3.14) for fixed tuning parameters, we use the iterative local quadratic approximation (LQA) proposed by Fan and Li (2001) . Using a simple Taylor expansion, given an initial estimate b 0 j , if b j A j > 0 and b j D j > 0, we approximate the penalty terms by
After removing some irrelevant terms, the criterion becomes
for two dK × dK matrices Ω 1 and Ω 2 defined by
and
Note that (3.15) is a quadratic function and thus there exists a closed-form solution. Then the updating equation given the current estimate b (0) is
The algorithm repeatedly solves the minimization criterion ( 
function, so that the two penalties can be used to identify zero and linear components, respectively. One natural choice is
Using
The algorithm repeatedly solves the minimization criterion (3.
Simulation Studies
For brevity, we refer to our approach as nonparametric correlation rank screening (NCRS). In this section, four simulation examples including different additive models with various scenarios are presented. The first three examples are allocated to our proposed screening procedure, while in the fourth one, the capability of structure identification method of Lian et al. (2015) is also examined. In the former cases, the finite sample performance of the NCRS is compared with the existing competitors, such as the SIRS (Zhu et al., 2011), SIS (Fan and Lv, 2008) , NIS (Fan et al., 2011) and the CR-SIS (Zhang et al., 2017). We consider two criteria for evaluating the performance as described in Zhu et al. (2011) . The first criterion is the minimum model size (denoted by M ), that is the smallest number of covariates needed to ensure that all the active variables are selected. To get better inference, the quantiles 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 95% quantiles of M out of 200 replications were also presented. The second criterion is the proportion (denoted by S ) of truly active predictors that are identified by the screening procedure for a given model size in 200 replications, when the threshold ν n = n/log(n) is adopted. Note that the first criterion does not need to specify a threshold. The more reliable screening procedure, the closer M value to the number of active predictor and also the closer S value to 1.
We also conduct some Monte Carlo studies to assess the effectiveness of our two stage proposed method to separation of the linear and nonlinear components and to identify insignificant covariates simultaneously in partial linear additive models of non-polynomial (NP) dimensionality based on double penalization.
To implement the procedures described in this paper, we need to find a datadriven procedure to choose the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 , and numbers of spline bases K . However, choosing different node sequence for different coefficients are computationally hard. To ease the computational burden, we fix K = 6 following Huang et al. (2010) and Lian et al. (2015) . To select the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 simultaneously, we use the extended Bayesian information criterion (eBIC) of Chen and Chen (2008) that was developed for parametric models. In our context, a natural eBIC-type criterion is defined by
whereb λ is the minimizer of (3.14) for given λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ), d 1 is the number of components estimated as nonparametric and d 2 is the number of components estimated as parametric, both for the given λ.
Example 1. In the first example, we consider a classical linear model with varying squared multiple correlation coefficient R 2 and error distribution: . . , X p ) follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and the covariance matrix Σ = (σ ij ) p×p with σ ii = 1 and σ ij = 0.8 |i−j| for i = j. We set σ 2 = 6.83 and considered two error ε distributions, a standard normal N (0, 1) and a t-distribution with 5 degree of freedom that has a heavy tail. We varied the constant c in front of β T X to control the signal-to-noise ratio. We choose c = 0.5, 1 and 2, with the corresponding R 2 = 20%, 50% and 80%. The sample size and the number of covariates are set to n = 200, p = 2000, respectively. For each scenario, based on 200 simulation runs, the results are given in Table 1 . Each scenario is designed as a combination of i) distribution of errors, ii) c-values iii) screening method. From Table 1 , when c = 1 and 2, for both cases N (0, 1) and t(5), all five screening methods perform equally well in most cases. In these setting, the corresponding M − values = 5 shows that at least in 190 runs (quantile 95%) out of 200, the five active covariates are appeared in the first 5 position of sorted lists.
The difference between these methods is emerged when c = 0.5. Although in this case, our proposed NCRS method, with S = 0.92 and 0.70, is less accurate than SIS, SIRS and CR-SIS, but it is comparable to the others for the normal error. For the scenario including normal error and c = 0.5, It is also worth noting that SIS (with M 0.95 = 19) performs better than other methods. This is due to the fact that the true model is linear and the covariates are jointly normally distributed, which implies that the marginal projection is linear as well. However, for the heavy-tailed error, the performances of the CR-SIS and SIRS procedures are comparable. In this case, the NCRS method performs better than NIS method, particularly for c = 0.5. 
where g 1 (x) = x, g 2 (x) = (2x − 1) 2 , g 3 (x) = sin(2πx)/(2 − sin(2πx)), g 4 (x) = 0.1 sin(2πx) + 0.2 cos(2πx) + 0.3 sin(2πx) 2 + 0.4 cos(2πx) 3 + 0.5 sin(2πx) 3 and the vector of covariates X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) T is generated in the same way as that in Example 1. We presented the simulation results for M and S in Table 2 . From Table 2 , for n = 400 and for both types of distribution error, the action of the proposed NCRS and NIS, with M 0.95 = 4 and s = 1.0, are very well and not comparable with the two others scenarios. As before, the M − value = 4 implies that even in 95% of time (among 200 runs), NCRS and NIS perfectly distinguish the four active covariates in the first four place of the sorted list. When n = 200, these two methods provide nearly the same powerful results for normal and t(5) errors, but for the heavy tailed errors t(1), our NCRS is much superior than the others. In this setting, the significant difference between "87", "1796", "883" and "1563" in the last column of M (95 %) is an evidence for the superiority. Moreover, the corresponding S − values = 0.81 for NCRS is much bigger than the others, which also shows the capability of our method. Both the above mentioned methods outperform SIRS and CR-SIS in must scenarios.
Example 3. This example is a more difficult case than Example's 1 and 2, because it has 8 important variables with different coefficients:
where g j (x)'s are the same as those in example 2. The ultrahigh-dimensional covariate X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) is generated from a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and the covariance matrix Σ = (σ ij ) p×p with σ ii = 1 and σ ij = 0.5 if both i, j ∈ A or i, j ∈ I, and σ ij = 0.1 otherwise, where A and I are the active and inactive covariate sets, respectively. We presented the simulation results for M and S in Table 3 . According to Table 3 , for the setting t(1) and t(5) distributions, by considering n = 200, our NCRS is superior in terms of either the minimum model size required to cover all the active covariates or the proportion that all active predictors are selected. For the same setting and n = 400, the NCRS is powerful as other competitors. In the case of normal errors, both NCRS and NIS have also similar performance and are equally well. Both of them outperform the SIRS and CR-SIS procedures.
Example 4. In this example, we first apply the NCRS method to reduce dimensionality, and then fit two models, a sparse additive model (SAM) where only one penalty is used to identify nonzero components (and thus parametric components cannot be identified), and a partial linear model (PLAM) where two penalty is used to simultaneously identify nonzero and linear components (Lian, et.al, 2015) . We generated data from the model 19) where
To generate covariates, we first let X j be marginally standard normal with correlations given by Cov(X i , X j ) = 0.8 |i−j| , and then apply the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution to transform X j to be marginally uniform on [0, 1]. The noises are generated from mean zero normal distribution with standard deviation σ. We performed simulations with n = 200, 400, p = 1000, 2000, and σ = 0.2, 0.5, resulting in eight scenarios. For all scenarios, 200 datasets are generated and the results are summarized in Table 4 . We used several criterion to measure the model identification performance: "NV": average number of variables selected; "NVT":average number of variables selected that are truly significant; "NN": average number of nonlinear components selected; "NNT":average number of nonlinear components selected that are truly nonlinear; NL: average number of linear components selected; "NLT":average number of linear components selected that are truly linear. The true number of nonparametric components is 2 and the true number of linear components is 3. The numbers in parenthesis are the corresponding standard errors. In terms of identifying the significant variables, the two methods perform similarly. However, the SAM cannot detect the parametric components.
Cardiomyopathy data
In this section, we apply and evaluate our method to do variable selection and identify the structure of components, for a real dataset. This dataset was analyzed by Segal et al. (2003) , Hall and Miller (2009) . The aim is to identify the most influential genes for overexpression of a G protein-coupled receptor, designated Ro1, in mice. The Ro1 expression level, Y i , was measured for n = 30 specimens, and genetic expression levels, X i , were obtained for p = 6, 319 genes.
According to Figure 1 , the scatterplots of Y versus these two gene expression levels with cubic spline fit curves indicate clearly the existence of nonlinear patterns. To evaluate the performance of the sparse additive and partial linear additive models, we used leave one out cross validation and compared the prediction mean squared errors (PE). The PE for sparse additive model is 0.86 and for partial linear additive model is 0.83. Apparently the partial linear additive model has a smaller PE indicating a satisfactory prediction performance. 
Discussion
In this article, we proposed a sure independence screening procedure in partially linear additive models using covariance between marginal nonparametric functions and the unconditional distribution function of Y , that is, NCRS. We used B-spline basis functions for fitting the marginal nonparametric components. We also established the sure screening property for this procedure under some conditions. Moreover, in order to distinguish linear and nonlinear parts and to identify insignificant covariates simultaneously, we used a double penalization based procedure. We examined the finite sample performance of the proposed procedure via an extensive Monte Carlo study and evaluated the proposed methodology through the analysis of Cardiomyopathy microarray dataset. Numerical studies demonstrated a satisfactory performance of our screening procedure and it is competitive with the existing procedures such as the SIS, NIS, SIRS and CR-SIS procedures. Similar to the SIS, the NCRS may fail to identify some important predictors that are jointly but not marginally important. Thus, it is of interest to develop an iterative procedure to fix such an issue. We used only the adaptive lasso penalty Using (5.21) and (5.22), we have Second, we derive the exponential tail probability bound of p | r * k −r k |≥ νn −α for any positive constants ν and 0 ≤ α < 1/2. Using the similar arguments, we also have
By the exponential Chebyshev inequality, for any ξ > 0, we have Without loss of generality, when n is large enough and removing a zero measure set, under condition C1, there exists a positive constant c 5 such that n log log n
We chose ζ = n log log n 1 2 , then it follows from (5.25) and (5) that p | r * k − r k |≥ νn −α ≤ exp − n 1−2α log log n which proves the first part of Theorem 1 by taking c = 2ν. If A Â , then there must exist some k ∈ A such thatr k < cn −α . It follows from condition C2 that |r k − r k |> cn −α for some k ∈ A, which implies that {A Â } ⊆ {|r k − r k |> cn −α for some k ∈ A}. As a result, {max k∈A |r k − r k |≤ cn −α } ⊆ {A ⊆Â}. Using (5.27), we have p(A ⊆Â) ≥ p max k∈A |r k − r k |≤ cn −α ≥ 1 − O a n exp − η n 1−2α log log n 1 2 where a n = |A|. Thus, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed.
